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Abstract—Max-flow has been adopted for semi-supervised data modelling, yet existing algorithms were derived only for the learning
from static data. This paper proposes an online max-flow algorithm for the semi-supervised learning from data streams. Consider a
graph learned from labelled and unlabelled data, and the graph being updated dynamically for accommodating online data adding and
retiring. In learning from the resulting non stationary graph, we augment and de-augment paths to update max-flow with a theoretical
guarantee that the updated max-flow equals to that from batch retraining. For classification, we compute min-cut over current max-flow,
so that minimized number of similar sample pairs are classified into distinct classes. Empirical evaluation on real-world data reveals
that our algorithm outperforms state-of-the-art stream classification algorithms.
Index Terms—Online Semi-supervised Learning, Graph Mincuts, Max-flow, Augmenting path, Incremental Decremental Max-flow,
Residual Graph.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
IN big data era data volume and velocity increase fast.Labeling a small sample of data is the only feasible way
to learn classification from real world big data. This results
in that incoming data contain often a large portion of un-
labelled instances. Semi-supervised learning is constructive
in that unlabelled data can be utilized to facilitate machine
learning and improve accuracy.
In semi-supervised learning, unlabelled data helps mod-
ify or reprioritize hypotheses obtained from labelled data
alone [1], [2]. Provided with the same amount of labelled
data, semi-supervised learning gives often better learning
accuracy than supervised learning does when assumptions
such as smoothness, cluster and manifold are met [3], [4]. On
the other hand, labelled instances are often difficult, expen-
sive, or time consuming to obtain in real world applications,
as they require the efforts of experienced human annotators.
In this sense, semi-supervised learning is capable of enhanc-
ing the learning effectiveness with less human efforts.
Graph mincuts [5] is a graph based semi-supervised
learning algorithm featured by its non-parametric, discrim-
inative, and transductive nature. The basic assumption of
graph mincuts is simple but concrete: samples with smaller
distance are more likely to be in the same class. This is called
smoothness assumption in literature [2]. In graph mincuts, a
graph is constructed from both labelled and unlabelled data
according to samples closeness (i.e., similarity). For classifi-
cation, min-cut is applied to split the graph into two isolated
parts by removing an edge set with minimum total weight.
Here, min-cut ensures that the number of similar sample
pairs classified into distinct classes is minimized. Although
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graph mincuts shows good performance in learning from
datasets with only small portion of labelled samples, graph
mincuts, as a batch learner, can be only used for learning
from static datasets.
Consider online learning of graph mincuts, a straight-
forward solution is to derive from an existing batch graph
mincuts to its corresponding online version. Kumar [6] pre-
viously developed an online minicuts by updating preflow
push operation. In contract, this work offers another option
which is to perform online mincuts through incremental
and decremental path augmentation. The graph learned
from labelled and unlabelled data is updated dynamically
for accommodating data adding and retiring. For learning
such a non-stationary graph, proposed online max-flow
addresses all possible graph changes in two categories:
capacity decrease and increase on edges. Our algorithm de-
augments paths to enable capacity decrease and augment
paths after capacity increase to compute the up-to-date max-
flow. In general, proposed online max-flow has a theoretical
guarantee that updated max-flow is equal to that of batch
retraining.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
reviews previous work on max-flow and semi-supervised
learning. Section 3 introduces the batch graph mincuts
system which is the fundamental of our work. Section 4
presents the proposed online max-flow algorithm, including
proofs and derivations. Experiments and discussion are
given in Section 5. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section
6.
For the convenience of algorithm derivation and clarity
of presentation, we summarize most notations used in the
paper in Table 1.
2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Max-flow
In graph theory, Max-flow seeks a maximum feasible flow
through a single-source, single-sink graph [7]. As various
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TABLE 1
Notations
Notation Descriptions
X instance matrix
xi the i-th instance
L+, L−, U index set of positive, negative, unlabelled samples
D distance matrix, di,j = dist(xi,xj)
G weighted graph, G = (V,E,C)
V node set
E edge set
C capacity set
u, v node u, node v
s, t source node, sink node
e edge e
(u, v) edge from node u to node v
C(e), C(u, v) capacity on edge e and (u, v)
R residual graph, R = (V,E,R)
R(e), R(u, v) residual capacity on edge e and (u, v)
f(u, v) flow value on edge (u, v)
F net flow value, F =
∑
u∈V f(u, t)
P path
real world problems can be abstracted into max-flow prob-
lems or equivalent problems, there is a vast number of
applications for max-flow. The bottleneck identification for
city traffic network [8] is an known max-flow application in
which traffic network in the city is abstracted into a road
graph. Applying max-flow computation on the road graph,
a road with its all capacity taken to carry flow is considered
as a bottleneck. Similarly, bottleneck identification for power
system has been used for computing power system security
index [9] in which power supply links are represented as
edges, and factories or towns are denoted as nodes. Max-
flow is also applied in wireless mobile environment to
optimize the association between wireless clients to access
points in order to maximize the traffic flow to clients [10]
[11]. In addition, Max-flow/min-cut has been widely used
in computer vision for image segmentation [12] [13] [14],
stereo [15] [16] and shape reconstruction [17]. All above
applications are associated with computing max-flow from
a static graph.
In big data era, data is becoming available quickly in a
sequential manner, which requires system to process data
in real time. Towards the online learning of max-flow,
Kumar et al. [6] proposed an incremental max-flow based
on generic preflow push. Recall that batch max-flow has
the solution of either preflow push or augmenting path
[7]. Kumar in his work successfully updated the preflow
push operation in response to unit edge capacity adding
and reducing in a graph. To our best knowledge, this is the
only previous work on online max-flow. The augmenting
path based online max-flow is still left as an open question.
2.2 Semi-supervised Learning
Semi-supervised learning uses unlabelled data to promote
learning accuracy. This impact works also for online learn-
ing. Here, we review briefly recent works with a focus on
how unlabelled data is being used for modeling. In [18],
unlabelled samples that have the same distributions with
the target domain are utilized with labelled data to train
a transfer semi-supervised SVM. Zhang et al [19] cluster
unlabelled data, then ensemble the obtained clusters with
classifiers built on labelled data to deal with the concept
drift of data streams. In [20] unlabelled data are utilized
to train a Gaussian mixture model which determines the
voting weight for each weak classifier trained from labelled
data received at different learning stage. Besides, there are
also other ways for unlabelled data to be used in online
semi-supervised learning [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26]. All
above works set the ratio of unlabelled data within the range
of 90% to 99%, but haven’t yet addressed even higher ratio.
3 BATCH SEMI-SUPERVISED LEARNING VIA
GRAPH MINCUTS
Graph mincuts has been used for classification learning
from both labelled and unlabelled data [5]. The idea is
straightforward: close samples in feature space are more
likely to be from the same class. LetX be a partially labelled
dataset. We assume each sample of the dataset has a unique
index, and L+, L− and U be the index set of positive, neg-
ative and unlabelled samples, respectively. Graph mincuts
constructs a weighted graph G according to sample close-
ness (similarity) and then split G by removing an edge set
with minimum total weight. For semi-supervised learning,
min-cut ensures that a minimized number of similar sample
pairs are classified into distinct classes.
3.1 Graph Construction
We consider learning a weighted graph G from data X . A
weight graph G = (V,E,C) consists of a finite node set V ,
an edge set E ∈ V × V , and a weight function C : E →
R+ (called capacity hereafter) which associates a positive
weight value C(e) with each edge e ∈ E.
For creating node set V , each sample xi either labelled
or unlabelled is represented by a vertex vi. To make the
min-cut (max-flow) feasible, two virtual nodes v+ and v−
are created for positive and negative class respectively. Thus
V = {vi, v+, v−|∀i ∈ L+ ∪ L− ∪ U}.
For determining edges E and capacity C , two steps are
taken to connect nodes in V :
Firstly, each labelled node is connected to the virtual
node with the same class label, where the edge has an
infinite weight as
C(vi, v+) =∞, ∀i ∈ L+
C(vi, v−) =∞, ∀i ∈ L−. (1)
This setup prevents labelled samples from being classified
into the opposite class, as any cut associated with an infinite
edge is not a min-cut [5].
Secondly, the Euclidean similarity between any of two
samples is measured and have the pairwise distance matrix
D in which di,j = dist(xi,xj). Then, the sample nodes are
connected by edges of weight 1 according to the one of the
following connecting rules:
1) Mincut-N , each unlabelled sample is connected to itsN
nearest neighbors in terms of pairwise similarity shown
in matrixD. To avoid having isolated area in graph, one
of the N -nearest neighbors is forced to be labelled. In
other words, each unlabelled sample is connected to its
nearest labelled neighbor and N − 1 nearest unlabelled
neighbors;
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2) Mincut-δ, xi and xj are connected if their distance di,j
is less than a given threshold δ. Here, δ is determined
through multiple attempts to meet one of the following
conditions:
(a) Mincut-δ0, choose the maximum δ on which graph G
has a 0 valued min-cut;
(b) Mincut-δ1/2, find δ which forms the largest connected
component by 1/2 number of data points.
3.2 Solve Min-cut
Given G learned from a static dataset X , we consider solv-
ing min-cut (i.e., to find a min-cut splitting G). According
to [7], min-cut is equivalent to max-flow. Thus we address
max-flow from now on.
Definition 3.1. A flow on G is a real valued function f() if the
following conditions are satisfied:
f(u, v) = −f(v, u), ∀(u, v) ∈ V × V ; (2a)
f(u, v) ≤ C(u, v), ∀(u, v) ∈ V × V ; (2b)∑
u
f(u, v) = 0, ∀v ∈ V \ {s, t}. (2c)
Let net flow F =
∑
u∈V f(u, t) be the summation of
flows into sink t. Then, the max-flow problem is to deter-
mine a flow from s to t with the maximum net flow F . In
the rest of paper, we denote the direction from s to t as s− t.
In solving max-flow problem, existing algorithms fall in
two categories, namely preflow push method and augment-
ing path method [7]. Online preflow push has been studied
in [6]. In this paper, we address online max-flow learning
through augmenting path.
Augmenting path algorithm stores information about
current s−t flow onG using residual graphR. The topology
of R is identical to G (i.e., G and R have the same V and E).
At the beginning of augmenting path, the residual graph R
is initialized as G, i.e., let R(e) = C(e)∀e ∈ E where R(e) is
the residual capacity of edge e. Next, the algorithm involves
an iterative procedure of the following two steps:
1) find s − t path using Breadth-First Search (BFS). The
resulting path P is a set of edges with positive residual
capacity laid end to end connecting s to t, such as P =
{(s, u), (u, v), (v, t) | R(s, u) > 0, R(u, v) > 0, R(v, t) > 0}.
2) augment the s−t path found above. We firstly find the
max amount of flow can go through path P , which is termed
augmentation value and denoted as ∆P in the rest of paper.
∆P can be calculated as the minimum residual capacity of
the whole path, i.e., ∆P = min(R(u, v) | ∀(u, v) ∈ P ).
Next, we send ∆P flow through path P in R as
R(u, v) = R(u, v)−∆P ,∀(u, v) ∈ P,
R(v, u) = R(v, u) + ∆P ,∀(u, v) ∈ P. (3)
The above two steps are iteratively executed until no
more s− t path can be found. Algorithm 1 gives the pseudo
code of batch augmenting path.
As the result of Algorithm 1, we obtain a residual graph
R. From max-flow to min-cut, we simply perform BFS or
DFS (Depth First Search) on R to find the set of nodes S
reachable from s, and define T = V \ S. Then (S, T ) is the
s− t min-cut.
Algorithm 1 Augmenting Path Max-flow Batch Learning
Input: G = (V,E,C), s and t.
Output: R and F .
1: Initialize R(e) = C(e),∀e ∈ E, F = 0;
2: Find a s− t path P from the initial residual graph R;
3: while There is a s− t path P do
4: Compute the amount of flow for augmentation: ∆P =
min(R(u, v) | ∀(u, v) ∈ P );
5: Augment the path P , via updating the residual graph
as R(u, v) = R(u, v)−∆P ,∀(u, v) ∈ P and R(v, u) =
R(v, u) + ∆P ,∀(u, v) ∈ P ;
6: Update the flow value as F = F + ∆P ;
7: Find a s − t path P from the updated residual graph
R.
8: end while
Before further derivation, let’s review some basic prop-
erty of the residual graph R. Recall the augmentation pro-
cedure in Algorithm 1, if ∆P flow is sent through any edge
(u, v), we reduce R(u, v) and increase R(v, u) by ∆P which
follows that ∆P capacity is taken from R(u, v) (what left
is the capacity available for later use) and expanded for
R(v, u) (available capacity can be used for sending flow
through (u, v)). Thus, in any state of Algorithm 1, we have
R(u, v) +R(v, u) = C(u, v) + C(v, u), ∀(u, v) ∈ E. (4)
The flow that goes through any edge (u, v) can be traced by
f(u, v) = C(u, v)−R(u, v) = R(v, u)− C(v, u), ∀(u, v) ∈ E.
(5)
Note that flow condition (2) holds for (5).
Now we can give the condition for R to be the residual
graph of G.
Theorem 1. Given a graphG = (V,E,C) and a pseudo residual
graph R, compute f through (5), if (4) and (2) are satisfied, R is
the residual graph for G.
Then we give the termination criteria for Algorithm 1 as
Theorem 2. A flow F stored on R is a max-flow for G if and
only if the residual graph R contains no s− t path.
The proof of above theorems can be found in [27] and
[7].
4 PROPOSED INCREMENTAL DECREMENTAL
GRAPH MAX-FLOW FOR ONLINE SEMI-SUPERVISED
LEARNING
Let C, A and R be the set of sample index for current
data, data to be added and removed respectively. Given
newly acquired dataset XA and dataset XR to be retired
from current data XC . The goal of our work is to develop
incremental decremental function f() capable of updating
min-cut on XC in response to data updates XA and XR as
M ′ = f(M,XA,XR) (6)
where M is current min-cut on XC and M ′ is updated min-
cut computed by incremental decremental learning on data
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updates XA and XR. In principle, M ′ should be exactly
the same as the batch min-cut on the updated dataset,
f(M,XA,XR) = g(XC \XR ∪XA) (7)
where g() is the batch learning system corresponding Algo-
rithm 1.
As described above, a batch graph mincuts system con-
sists of two main steps: 1. construct an undirected graph
from the labelled and unlabelled samples based on their
close neighbor relationship; and 2. conduct min-cut separa-
tion on above such graph through max-flow optimization.
The objective of proposed online mincut, namely oMincut,
is to update the batch min-cut in response to any newly
acquired samples and/or samples to be retired. Accordingly,
proposed online system thus can be interpolated as updat-
ing a batch mincuts in two steps: online graph updating and
incremental decremental max-flow.
4.1 Graph Updating
The objective of graph updating is to update current graph
in response to data updates. Corresponding to the steps of
graph construction for batch min-cut learning, we firstly
update the pairwise distance matrix.
For removing a subset XR from current data XC , we
simply calculate the residual index set C \ R and apply to
DC , then we have the updated pairwise distance matrix as
D′ = DC\R (8)
For adding data XA into current data XC , we first
calculate XA pairwise distance matrix as DA in which
dAi,j = dist(x
A
i ,x
A
j ). Next we calculate the distance ma-
trix in between XC and XA as DCA in which dCAi,j =
dist(xCi ,x
A
j ). Then, we have the updated pairwise distance
matrix computed as
D′ =
[
DC DCA
DCA
T
DA
]
. (9)
In practice, we address data adding and retiring in one
batch. In other words, given data XC , DC , XR, and XA,
the final updated pairwise distance matrix is calculated by
a) apply (8) to remove XR; b) let DC = D′ and XC =
XC \XR; and c) calculate D′ by (9) to add XA.
Having the updatedD′, we construct the updated graph
G′ according to the connecting rules described in 3.1.
4.2 Online Max-Flow Setup
According to the batch min-cut stated in Section 3, a max-
flow model is represented as a residual graph R. Thus the
goal of incremental decremental max-flow is to update R in
response to graph update due to the changes of data.
Given graph G = (V,E,C) and its updated graph G′ =
(V ′, E′, C ′). We observe four types of graph change: edges
deleted, nodes deleted, nodes added, and edges added. For
edges deleted, an edge with positive capacity indicates a
sequential operation on G: reduce first the capacity of the
edge to zero, followed by the deletion of this edge. Similarly
for edges added, an edge with positive capacity implies a
two-step operation: 1) add edge with zero capacity and 2)
increase edge capacity to C ′(e). In general, we summarize
the following six categories of graph operation, by which G
can be transformed to G′.
(a) a set of edges Er have capacity Cr to be reduced (i.e.,
C ′(e) = C(e)− Cr(e), ∀e ∈ Er);
(b) a set of edges Ed to be deleted (i.e., e ∈ E e /∈
E′, ∀e ∈ Ed);
(c) a set of nodes Vd to be deleted (i.e.,v ∈ V v /∈
V ′, ∀v ∈ Vd);
(d) a set of nodes Va to be added (i.e., v /∈ V v ∈
V ′, ∀v ∈ Va);
(e) a set of edges Ea to be added (i.e., e /∈ E e ∈
E′, ∀e ∈ Ea);
(f) a set of edges Eg with each edge e capacity to be
increased by Cg(e) (i.e., C ′(e) = C(e) + Cg(e), ∀e ∈
Eg).
As updating residual graph R in response to all changes
of G′ against G, we combine all above six categories oper-
ations into one task list. For each step of graph update, we
pick up a set of tasks from the list, apply the tasks to G, and
conduct the corresponding graph update on R meanwhile
always keepingR to be the residual graph ofG. Afterwards,
we remove the processed tasks from current task list. This
iteration continues until current task list is empty (i.e., G
becomes G′). Consequently, we obtain the updated residual
graph R′. We address decremental learning first instead
of the other way around, because decremental learning
deducts the scale of graph which reduces the complexity
of incremental max-flow learning.
4.3 Decremental Max-Flow
In the case a), an edge (u, v) ∈ Er has capacity Cr(u, v)
to be reduced. Consider edge capacity has non-negativity
constraint. Cr(u, v) thus is required to be no greater than
initial capacity C(u, v).
If R(u, v) ≥ Cr(u, v)) which means there is enough
“unused” capacity for this reduce, then we simply reduce
R(u, v) by Cr(u, v) and we have R′ as
R′(u, v) = R(u, v)− Cr(u, v)
R′(e) = R(e) | ∀e ∈ E \ (u, v). (10)
Lemma 3. If R(u, v) ≥ Cr(u, v), then R′ in (10) is the residual
graph of G′ = (V,E,C ′), where C ′(u, v) = C(u, v)−Cr(u, v)
and C ′(e) = C(e) | ∀e ∈ E \ (u, v). In simple capacity reduce,
the max-flow value remains F ′ = F .
Proof. Consider R′(u, v) = R(u, v) − Cr(u, v), C ′(u, v) =
C(u, v) − Cr(u, v), R′(e) = R(e) | ∀e ∈ E \ (u, v) and
C ′(e) = C(e) | ∀e ∈ E \ (u, v). (4) holds for R′ and G′ =
(E, V,C ′). Also we have fG′(u, v) = C ′(u, v) − R′(u, v) =
C(u, v)−R(u, v) = fG(u, v), so fG′ satisfies (2). According
to Theorem 1, R′ is the residual graph of G′ = (V,E,C ′).
If R(u, v) < Cr(u, v) which follows that there is not
enough residual capacity left to be reduced due to some
capacity on (u, v) is occupied by current flows, then we need
to release beforehand the occupied capacity.
Current flows can be either cycle flows or existing s − t
flows. If capacity on (u, v) is occupied by cycle flows, then
we release the capacity by canceling the cycles, for which
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we firstly find cycles by searching u − v path with positive
residual capacity from the residual graph, then cancel the
located cycles by sending the same amount of flows in a
reverse direction along the cycles. Note that canceling a
cycle flow does not change current s − t flow, as a cycle
flow has no overlap with current s− t flow.
In the case that capacity on (u, v) is occupied by s − t
flow. Let Σ be the amount of capacity to be released, clearly
Σ = Cr(u, v) − R(u, v). To release Σ capacity on (u, v), we
send Σ flows from sink t to source s through a number (i.e.
could be more than one) of paths that go through (u, v).
Note that a single t− s path passing (u, v) may not be able
to deliver required Σ flows.
As discussed before, augmentation is about sending flow
from s to t. Contrarily, sending flow reversely from t to
s means a reverse direction augmentation. We name the
operation as de-augmentation. Similar to augmentation, de-
augmentation is an iterative process, and each iteration
consists of three steps: a) finding path P as a t−v−u−s path
(i.e., a t− v plus a u− s path); b) determining the amount of
flow to be de-augmented as Ω = min({Σ, R(e) | ∀e ∈ P});
and c) sending Ω capacity through path P by updating
residual graph.
The steps of one iteration cycle cancellation and de-
augmentation are described in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Cycle Cancellation and De-augmentation
Input: G = (V,E,C), R, F , s, t, (u, v) and Σ.
Output: R′, F ′ and Ω.
1: Initialize R′ = R;
2: if A u− v path Pu−v can be found from R′ then
3: Form a complete cycle path as P = {Pu−v, (v, u)};
4: Compute the flow value in the cycle P as Ω =
min(R(e) | ∀e ∈ P );
5: Cancel the cycle P , via updating the residual graph as
R′(u, v) = R′(u, v) − Ω,∀(u, v) ∈ P and R′(v, u) =
R′(v, u) + Ω,∀(u, v) ∈ P ;
6: F ′ = F ;
7: else if A t − v path Pt−v and a u − s path Pu−s can be
found from residual graph R′ then
8: Form a complete path to de-augment as P =
{Pt−v, (v, u), Pu−s};
9: Compute the amount of flow to de-augment as Ω =
min(Σ, {R(e) | ∀e ∈ P});
10: De-augment the path P by Ω, via updating the resid-
ual graph as R′(u, v) = R′(u, v)− Ω,∀(u, v) ∈ P and
R′(v, u) = R′(v, u) + Ω,∀(u, v) ∈ P ;
11: Compute F ′ = F − Ω.
12: end if
Lemma 4. Algorithm 2 output R′ is the residual graph of G =
(V,E,C), and F ′ is the flow value on R′.
Proof. Consider R′ is initialized by residual R and only
edges on path P are updated. Condition (4) and (2) hold for
all remaining nodes and edges in R′ except those on path P .
All edges on path P lose Ω capacity and their revised edges
receive Ω capacity. This means, the cycle flow is canceled
and the s− t flow remains unchanged for cycle flow. In de-
augmentation case, a Ω flow is removed from the original
s− t flow, so that F ′ = F −Ω. Also, condition (4) and (2) are
satisfied for these nodes and edges on path P . By Theorem
1, R′ is a residual graph of G = (V,E,C).
By Algorithm 2, we can only release Ω capacity on
(u, v). To release Σ(Σ ≥ Ω) capacity, we call Algorithm
2 iteratively until Σ capacity is released in total. Next we
apply simple reduce to R(u, v). The complete procedure is
given in Algorithm 3. Note that Algorithm 2 is called here
just once when the graph is an unit graph. This is because
one de-augmentation releases all flows on (u, v).
Algorithm 3 Capacity Reduce through Cycle Cancellation
and De-augmentation
Input: G = (V,E,C), R, F , s, t, (u, v) and Cr(u, v)
Output: G′ = (V,E,C ′), R′ and F ′.
1: Initialize R′ = R, G′ = G, F ′ = F ;
2: Compute the total amount to de-augment Σ =
Cr(u, v)−R(u, v);
3: while Σ > 0 do
4: Conduct de-augmentation through Algorithm 2 to
update R′, F ′ and calculate Ω;
5: Update Σ by Σ = Σ− Ω;
6: end while
7: Apply simple capacity reduce on (u, v) as R′(u, v) =
R′(u, v)− Cr(u, v) and C ′(u, v) = C ′(u, v)− Cr(u, v)
By Lemma 3 and 4, we easily know that
Lemma 5. Algorithm 3 output R′ is the residual graph of G′ =
(V,E,C ′), and F ′ is the flow value of R′. Here, C ′(u, v) =
C(u, v)− Cr(u, v) and C ′(e) = C(e) | ∀e ∈ E \ (u, v).
Remind that we have a set of edges Er whose capac-
ity needs to be reduced for max-flow update. Firstly, we
perform simple reduce on those edges that are applicable
and have R(e) ≥ Cr(e). For remaining edges, we conduct
iteratively the following two operations until all edges in Er
are addressed: a) apply Algorithm 3 on an edge to release its
capacity, and b) conduct simple reduce on those edges that
newly become applicable due to operation a). Algorithm 4
presents the steps of capacity reduce on Er .
In Algorithm 4, simple reduce (i.e., line 9 and 10) is
conducted when Algorithm 3 is called. This is because that
edges originally not applicable for simple capacity reduce
may become applicable (i.e., satisfy the condition of line
9) after Algorithm 3 is executed. For instance, we have a
s− u− t path that carries unit flow. Here, neither (s, u) nor
(u, t) is applicable for simple reduce because their capacities
are occupied by the flow. When we apply Algorithm 3 to
release the residual capacity on (s, u), the algorithm releases
actually the residual capacity of the whole s − u − t path
including (s, u) and (u, t). Therefore the capacity release
applied on (s, u) has changed the status of (u, t) to being
applicable for simple reduce.
Further based on Lemma 3 and 5, we have
Lemma 6. Algorithm 4 output R′ is the residual graph of G′ =
(V,E,C ′), F ′ is the flow value in R′. Here C ′(e) = C(e) −
Cr(e) | ∀e ∈ Er and C ′(e) = C(e) | ∀e ∈ E \ Er .
Note that R′ here may not carry the max-flow of G′,
because new s− t paths might be formed by newly released
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Algorithm 4 Capacity Reduce on Er
Input: G = (V,E,C), R, F , s, t, Er and Cr .
Output: G′ = (V,E,C ′), R′ and F ′.
1: Initialize R′ = R, C ′ = C , G′ = (V,E,C ′), F ′ = F ;
2: Find subset Esr in Er such that R′(e) ≥ Cr(e) | ∀e ∈
Esr ;
3: Conduct simple capacity reduce on each edge in Esr as
R′(e) = R(e)−Cr(e), C ′(e) = C(e)−Cr(e) | ∀e ∈ Esr ;
4: Delete edges in Esr from Er as Er = Er \ Esr ;
5: while Er is not empty do
6: Pick the first edge (u, v) from Er ;
7: Apply Algorithm 3 on (u, v) to obtain updated G′, R′
and F ′;
8: Delete edge (u, v) from Er as Er = Er \ (u, v);
9: Find subset Esr in Er such that R′(e) ≥ Cr(e) | ∀e ∈
Esr ;
10: Conduct simple capacity reduce on each edge in Esr
as, R′(e) = R(e)−Cr(e), C ′(e) = C(e)−Cr(e) | ∀e ∈
Esr ;
11: Delete edges in Esr from Er as Er = Er \ Esr
12: end while.
edges and those edges that originally carry no flow. To com-
pute max-flow on G′, according to Theorem 2 we simply
augment s − t paths in R′ until no more s − t paths are
found. For simplicity, we postpone this augmentation until
graph G is expanded with new edges and nodes (i.e, the
completion of graph update case (d), (e) and (f)), and carry
out all augmentation works in one batch.
Now we address graph update case (b). We can safely
delete all Ed edges in G′ and R′, as the capacity of these
edges have been reduced to zero. For graph update case (c),
we simply delete all Vd nodes in G′ and R′ simultaneously,
as any edge associated with these nodes has already been
deleted in case (b).
4.4 Incremental Max-flow
For graph update case (d), we simply add all Va nodes
into G′ and R′, respectively. Similarly for case (e), we just
expand G′ and R′ with all edges in Ea. Note that R′ is the
residual graph of G′ holds for case (b), (c), (d) and (e) since
no capacity is changed in these updates and the topology of
R′ for all cases is kept the same as G′.
For graph update case (f), the capacity of each edge
(u, v) ∈ Eg is required to increase by Cg(u, v). Thus we
have,
R′(u, v) = R(u, v) + Cg(u, v)
R′(e) = R(e) | ∀e ∈ E \ (u, v). (11)
Lemma 7. For (11) R′ is the residual graph of G′ = (V,E,C ′),
and the flow value keeps F ′ = F . Here C ′(u, v) = C(u, v) +
Cg(u, v) and C ′(e) = C(e) | ∀e ∈ E \ (u, v).
The proof of Lemma 7 is similar to that of Lemma 3, thus
is omitted here.
Applying (11) to all edges in Eg , we have
R′(u, v) = R(u, v) + Cg(u, v) | ∀(u, v) ∈ Eg
R′(e) = R(e) | ∀e ∈ E \ Eg, (12)
where we have the following guarantee by Lemma 7:
Lemma 8. R′ in (12) graph is the residual graph of G′ =
(V,E,C ′), and the flow value keeps F ′ = F . Here C ′(e) =
C(e) + Cg(e) | ∀e ∈ Eg and C ′(e) = C(e) | ∀e ∈ E \ Eg .
As the result of graph update case (a) to (f), we have the
updated G′ and R′. By Lemma 6 and 8, R′ is the residual
graph of G′. In finding max-flow on G′, we augment itera-
tively any s − t path found on R′ until no more s − t path
can be found. According to Theorem 2, the resultingR′ from
the augmentation carries the max-flow on G′. The complete
procedure of online max-flow is given in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 Incremental and Decremental Augmenting
Path algorithm
Input: G = (V,E,C), R, F , s, t, Er, Cr , Ed, Vd, Va, Ea, Eg ,
Cg .
Output: G′ = (V ′, E′, C ′), R′, F ′.
1: Apply Algorithm 4 to conduct capacity reduce on Er ,
and obtain G′ = (V,E,C ′), R′ and F ′ ;
2: Delete edges in Ed from E as E′ = E \ Ed
3: Delete nodes in Vd from V as V ′ = V \ Vd;
4: Add nodes in Va into V ′ as V ′ = V ′ ∪ Va;
5: Add edges in Ea into E′ as E′ = E′ ∪ Ea;
6: Conduct simple capacity increase in Eg as (12);
7: Find a s− t path P in the residual graph R′;
8: while There is a s− t path P do
9: Compute the amount of flow to augment as ∆P =
min(R′(u, v) | ∀(u, v) ∈ P );
10: Augment the path P , via updating the residual
graph as R′(u, v) = R′(u, v) − ∆P ,∀(u, v) ∈ P and
R′(v, u) = R′(v, u) + ∆P ,∀(u, v) ∈ P ;
11: Update the flow value as F ′ = F ′ + ∆P ;
12: Find a s − t path P from the updated residual graph
R′
13: end while.
4.5 Complexity Analysis
According to [7], batch augmenting path algorithm takes
O(|V ||E|2) time to find a max-flow from a graph. Our graph
as defined in Section 3.1 is basically an unit graph with most
edges capacity as 1. In this case, batch augmenting path
takes O(F |E|) time for computing a max-flow. Here, F is
the number of augmentation.
Consider decremental learning of max-flow. Proposed
algorithm involves an iterative de-augmentation plus a
followed iterative augmentation. For each iteration of de-
augmentation, BFS takes O(|Eo|) time to find a t − s path,
where Eo is the set of edges occupied by current max-
flow. The total number of de-augmentation is ∆F , which
equals to the amount of flow lost in the de-augmentation
step. In the worest case, the graph after de-augmentation
requires additional ∆F augmentation to find the max-flow.
Each augmentation takesO(|E|) time. Thus the overall com-
plexity for decremental learning is O(∆F |Eo| + ∆F |E|) =
O(∆F |E|).
For incremental learning of max-flow, proposed algo-
rithm performs an iterative graph augmentation in response
to newly added edges. The graph after edge adding has |E′|
edges in which |Eo| edges are occupied by existing max-
flow thus are not involved in the s − t path search. In this
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sense, each augmentation costs O(|E′| − |Eo|). Due to new
edges added, ∆F = F ′ − F augmentations are required
to calculate emerged flows, and the total cost on updating
max-flow is O(∆F (|E′| − |Eo|)). As compared to batch
retraining whose complexity is O(F ′|E′|), proposed algo-
rithm saves computational costs in reducing the number of
augmentations and the scale of s− t path search.
5 EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, the effectiveness of our algorithms for semi-
supervised learning is testified. We evaluate proposed oM-
incut algorithms (corresponding to batch Mincut defined
in Section 3.1) on both artificial and real world datasets.
Details regarding these datasets, and the performance has
been obtained on them are presented in the following.
5.1 Graphical Demonstration
In this section, a graphical demonstration is given to show
the online graph/model updating of proposed algorithm.
Given that a dataset consists of both labelled and unla-
belled samples, and an initial min-cut model is trained upon
it. When new samples being added and old samples being
retired, our algorithm conducts incremental and decremen-
tal learning, which updates the initial min-cut model to a
new state.
Figure 1a gives an initial labelled and unlabelled dateset,
where cycled points in red, blue and green represent posi-
tive, negative and unlabelled samples, and S and T denote
the virtual source and sink nodes, respectively. By a max-
flow batch learning, we have Figure 1b as the obtained k-
NN graph and the corresponding max-flow. In this figure,
edges in red and blue refer to the infinite weighted edges
connecting S to all positive labelled nodes and T to all neg-
ative labelled nodes respectively. The remaining edges are
all 1 weighted nearest neighbor connections, in which edges
in yellow carry no flow and black edges have the max-flow
going through. As we can see from the figure, the max-flow
value is 3, and the flow goes through: a) S, 12, 14, 17, 22, T ,
b) S, 12, 15, 19, 23, 26, T , and c) S, 12, 16, 19, 26, T . We then
have the min-cut {(12, 14), (15, 19), (16, 19)} which splits
the whole graph into two isolated parts. Thus, all unlabelled
nodes are naturally classified into positive and negative
classes. To show the classification of unlabelled nodes, the
numbers are colored in the figure to differentiate nodes, red
as positive class and blue for negative, respectively.
Figure 1c-1j describes how the graph is being updated,
when new samples are added and/or old samples are
retired. Consider a set of nodes are required to be removed
and added which are drawn in light blue and purple re-
spectively in Figure 1c. We construct a k-NN graph on the
updated dataset, and compare the graph with the one before
update (i.e., Figure 1b). Consequently, a set of edge updates
are shown in Figure 1d as the lines in light blue and purple,
which correspond to those edges to be removed and added,
respectively.
For updating the min-cut, we do removal first. For
those edges carry no flow, we simply remove them from
the graph, since the removal of these edges causes no
change on current max-flow model. The resulting graph
is shown in Figure 1f. For those edges with flow, such as
15− 19, 16− 19, 19− 23 and 19− 26, we deaugement path
S, 12, 15, 19, 23, 26, T and S, 12, 16, 19, 26, T by Algorithm 2
and set edges free (i.e., with no flow) as in Figure 1g, then
remove all together light blue edges and nodes. Figure 1h
gives the obtained graph from removal. Next, we handle
adding. We simply include those purple nodes and edges
in Figure 1i, and expand them into the graph. To obtain the
max-flow in this expanded graph, we iteratively augment
any s − t path found, and have the final max-flow model
shown in Figure 1j.
5.2 Static Classification
In this experiment, we compare classic supervised SVM,
semi-supervised SVM self-training and K Nearest Neighbor
with proposed algorithms on a series of benchmark UCI
datasets. Since proposed algorithms are applicable for two-
class problems, several two-class datasets are selected, and
the multiclass datasets in UCI are converted into two-class
datasets by combining several classes into one. The name
of the dataset used, the dimensionality of the dataset, and
the number of instances from positive/negative class are
summarized in the first column in Table 2.
For each dataset, we form our training datasets with both
labelled and unlabelled data in which labelled instances are
randomly selected from the original dataset, and unlabelled
instances are adopted from those unused instances by hid-
ing their label information. Here, we intend to explore the
effect of label ratio on semi-supervised learning from 0.1
to 0.01 and further down to the level of 0.001. Thus, we
set label ratio as 0.001, 0.002, 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1
and 0.2, which correspond to the column 3 to 10 in Table
2, respectively. In our experiments, both labelled and unla-
belled data are employed to train semi-supervised learners,
and only labelled data are used to train supervised learners.
Each learner is tested by its performance on predicting the
labels of all unlabelled instances (i.e., testing dataset). For
each label ratio, 25 rounds of independent tests are taken.
For performance evaluation, the mean accuracy and
the standard deviation are caculated and shown in form
of mean ± std. Hypothesis test (t-test) is also performed,
where p-value is computed for each algorithm with respect
to the algorithm that gives the highest mean accuracy. In
Table 2, we categorize all p-values into 0.05 > p > 0.01,
0.01 > p > 0.001 and 0.001 > p, and present as *, ** and ***
respectively.
As seen from the table, oMincut learners outperform
others on 4 out of 6 datasets at the level of 0.1 label ratio,
which indicates that proposed learners are competitive to
benchmark learners if no less than 10% data are labelled.
When the label ratio is 10 times smaller, proposed learners
achieve the best performance for 5 out of 6 datasets. It is
worth noting that at the lowest level of 0.001, proposed
learners are giving consistently the highest prediction ac-
curacy for all applicable datasets. This follows that given
0.1% of data labelled, proposed leaner is still giving the best
performance. Further, the oMincut-3’s superiority on class-
imbalanced classification is shown in Table 3 in which recall
is evaluated on G-mean (
√
PosRecall ×NegRecall).
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(a) Initial Dataset (b) Initial Graph and Max-flow Model
(c) Data Update (d) Edges to be Updated
(e) Edges to be Removed (f) Edges Carry Flow to be Removed
(g) Result of De-augmentation (h) Edge and Node Removal Done
(i) Edge and Node Adding (j) Augmenting Path to Find Max-flow
Fig. 1. Graphical Demonstration
5.3 Tracing Concept Drift
In this experiment, we show how proposed algorithm
handles concept drift while incremental and decremental
learning in Figure 2.
Figure 2a shows the initial learning stage. In a two-
dimensional feature space, there are two opposite concepts
(i.e., data distribution) identified in blue and red colors
respectively. Each concept consists of two sub-concepts with
their data distribution bounded by circles. In this figure,
dots and stars represent labelled and unlabelled samples
respectively; and the color of symbols shows the class label
of labelled samples or predicted label of unlabelled samples.
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TABLE 2
Accurcay Comparison on UCI Datasets
Dataset Algorithm Ratio of Label
0.001 0.002 0.005 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.2
BankNote oMincut-3 – 74.49 ± 8.85 *** 80.72 ± 7.99 *** 88.85 ± 4.98 *** 94.64 ± 2.25 – 97.66 ± 1.27 – 99.06 ± 0.58 – 99.61 ± 0.38 –
oMincut-δ0 – 93.24 ± 0.34 ** 91.74 ± 7.14 * 92.05 ± 3.92 – 92.08 ± 4.75 * 94.90 ± 2.42 *** 94.67 ± 2.21 *** 96.69 ± 1.41 ***
4 Features oMincut-δ1/2 – 93.65 ± 0.77 – 92.04 ± 7.26 – 92.05 ± 4.91 *** 92.08 ± 4.75 * 94.90 ± 2.42 *** 94.66 ± 2.18 *** 96.69 ± 1.41 ***
610 PosInst SVM – 73.28 ± 8.24 *** 76.84 ± 9.23 *** 81.76 ± 6.99 *** 89.11 ± 3.11 *** 95.89 ± 1.52 *** 97.51 ± 0.47 *** 97.81 ± 0.52 ***
762 NegInst SVM-self – 73.32 ± 9.18 *** 76.67 ± 10.00 *** 81.41 ± 7.89 *** 89.89 ± 3.95 *** 96.67 ± 1.61 * 97.88 ± 0.54 *** 97.99 ± 0.61 ***
k-NN – 67.46 ± 7.90 *** 73.40 ± 9.47 *** 84.77 ± 6.47 *** 91.58 ± 2.56 *** 96.62 ± 1.28 *** 98.58 ± 0.60 *** 99.33 ± 0.52 **
CNAE9 oMincut-3 – – – 93.37 ± 6.03 – 95.13 ± 2.38 – 96.54 ± 1.48 – 97.35 ± 1.44 – 98.22 ± 0.62 –
oMincut-δ0 – – – 87.91 ± 7.07 * 90.05 ± 0.99 *** 90.68 ± 0.68 *** 90.90 ± 0.67 *** 91.55 ± 0.31 ***
856 Features oMincut-δ1/2 – – – 88.03 ± 6.75 * 90.05 ± 0.99 *** 90.68 ± 0.68 *** 90.90 ± 0.67 *** 91.55 ± 0.31 ***
120 PosInst SVM – – – 89.01 ± 0.10 ** 89.01 ± 0.11 *** 89.09 ± 0.18 *** 89.54 ± 0.41 *** 90.55 ± 0.32 ***
960 NegInst SVM-self – – – 89.00 ± 0.09 ** 89.01 ± 0.11 *** 89.08 ± 0.18 *** 89.54 ± 0.43 *** 90.55 ± 0.33 ***
k-NN – – – 92.10 ± 2.61 93.49 ± 2.70 ** 94.45 ± 1.71 *** 95.63 ± 1.41 *** 97.39 ± 0.74 ***
InternetAdvS oMincut-3 – 87.64 ± 1.66 – 87.78 ± 1.72 – 87.92 ± 1.74 – 87.92 ± 2.92 – 90.75 ± 1.91 – 91.60 ± 2.38 – 93.58 ± 1.27 –
oMincut-δ0 – 84.65 ± 6.27 * 85.54 ± 2.87 *** 86.44 ± 0.54 *** 86.12 ± 0.52 ** 86.57 ± 0.49 *** 86.78 ± 0.40 *** 87.09 ± 0.27 ***
1558 Features oMincut-δ1/2 – 84.39 ± 4.59 ** 85.17 ± 2.86 *** 86.30 ± 0.46 *** 86.12 ± 0.52 ** 86.57 ± 0.49 *** 86.78 ± 0.40 *** 87.09 ± 0.27 ***
459 PosInst SVM – 86.02 ± 0.03 *** 86.08 ± 0.07 *** 86.09 ± 0.07 *** 86.17 ± 0.08 ** 86.37 ± 0.15 *** 86.72 ± 0.18 *** 87.22 ± 0.17 ***
2820 NegInst SVM-self – 86.02 ± 0.03 *** 86.08 ± 0.07 *** 86.09 ± 0.07 *** 86.17 ± 0.08 ** 86.37 ± 0.15 *** 86.71 ± 0.18 *** 87.22 ± 0.17 ***
k-NN – 86.00 ± 0.00 *** 86.59 ± 0.73 ** 86.79 ± 0.90 ** 87.42 ± 0.99 89.40 ± 0.58 ** 91.16 ± 0.66 93.35 ± 0.58
ionosphere oMincut-3 – – – 66.06 ± 7.01 *** 71.95 ± 7.04 ** 75.10 ± 9.79 ** 79.25 ± 7.73 *** 82.91 ± 6.23 ***
oMincut-δ0 – – – 79.94 ± 12.92 ** 80.10 ± 10.67 ** 81.22 ± 10.48 74.15 ± 13.80 *** 69.06 ± 9.65 ***
34 Features oMincut-δ1/2 – – – 83.62 ± 13.38 – 82.82 ± 11.61 – 81.04 ± 10.28 74.22 ± 13.86 *** 69.00 ± 9.51 ***
225 PosInst SVM – – – 66.34 ± 3.69 *** 69.90 ± 7.52 *** 83.49 ± 7.80 89.64 ± 3.79 – 92.30 ± 1.49 –
126 NegInst SVM-self – – – 66.38 ± 3.65 *** 69.90 ± 7.50 *** 83.60 ± 7.77 – 89.55 ± 3.87 92.30 ± 1.52
k-NN – – – 65.31 ± 5.57 *** 68.29 ± 5.67 *** 72.05 ± 5.86 *** 76.97 ± 6.69 *** 81.91 ± 3.76 ***
Musk oMincut-3 – – 53.23 ± 5.53 *** 54.10 ± 5.74 *** 57.00 ± 4.00 *** 63.80 ± 4.48 * 68.48 ± 4.07 – 75.47 ± 2.91 –
oMincut-δ0 – – 60.68 ± 5.11 – 64.56 ± 4.64 63.66 ± 4.36 66.38 ± 3.65 – 65.33 ± 5.30 * 65.36 ± 4.57 ***
166 Features oMincut-δ1/2 – – 59.83 ± 6.91 64.74 ± 4.35 – 63.93 ± 4.39 – 66.38 ± 3.65 *** 65.33 ± 5.30 * 65.36 ± 4.57 ***
207 PosInst SVM – – 54.90 ± 6.09 ** 58.00 ± 8.38 ** 59.34 ± 1.59 *** 61.06 ± 1.16 *** 65.53 ± 1.69 ** 71.95 ± 2.30 ***
269 NegInst SVM-self – – 54.88 ± 6.05 ** 57.91 ± 8.31 ** 59.14 ± 1.56 *** 60.80 ± 1.12 *** 65.35 ± 1.75 ** 71.71 ± 2.32 ***
k-NN – – 49.90 ± 4.02 *** 49.91 ± 4.20 *** 55.44 ± 3.75 *** 59.44 ± 4.25 *** 65.50 ± 2.79 ** 72.46 ± 2.00 ***
waveform oMincut-3 72.26 ± 4.01 – 77.02 ± 4.58 – 80.60 ± 2.09 – 81.22 ± 1.92 *** 82.65 ± 1.18 *** 83.63 ± 0.69 *** 84.33 ± 0.51 *** 84.24 ± 0.69 ***
oMincut-δ0 64.48 ± 4.79 *** 66.76 ± 1.10 *** 66.29 ± 1.32 *** 66.62 ± 0.71 *** 66.97 ± 0.34 *** 66.99 ± 0.17 *** 66.94 ± 0.09 *** 66.97 ± 0.10 ***
21 Features oMincut-δ1/2 64.17 ± 4.73 *** 66.76 ± 1.10 *** 66.29 ± 1.32 *** 66.62 ± 0.71 *** 66.97 ± 0.34 *** 66.99 ± 0.17 *** 66.94 ± 0.09 *** 66.97 ± 0.10 ***
1657 PosInst SVM 67.27 ± 1.37 *** 71.94 ± 5.09 *** 79.68 ± 3.82 84.37 ± 2.59 87.20 ± 1.17 * 88.31 ± 0.58 88.99 ± 0.30 * 89.45 ± 0.36 ***
3343 NegInst SVM-self 67.19 ± 1.24 *** 71.70 ± 5.21 *** 79.62 ± 4.03 84.41 ± 2.66 – 87.28 ± 1.13 – 88.36 ± 0.65 – 89.05 ± 0.33 – 89.58 ± 0.39 –
k-NN 70.41 ± 5.13 * 74.66 ± 4.77 * 80.02 ± 2.24 81.44 ± 1.34 *** 82.10 ± 1.50 *** 83.51 ± 0.79 *** 84.42 ± 0.71 *** 84.84 ± 0.58 ***
TABLE 3
G-mean Comparison on Imbalanced Datasets
Dataset Algorithm Ratio of Label
0.002 0.005 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.2
CNAE9 Mincut-3 – – 67.62 ± 22.59 – 72.97 ± 17.98 – 82.79 ± 8.44 – 87.47 ± 7.98 – 91.90 ± 3.25 –
Mincut-δ0 – – 24.98 ± 17.83 *** 27.31 ± 16.54 *** 39.04 ± 9.66 *** 41.67 ± 8.59 *** 48.87 ± 2.85 ***
856 Features Mincut-δr – – 24.92 ± 17.76 *** 27.31 ± 16.54 *** 39.04 ± 9.66 *** 41.67 ± 8.59 *** 48.87 ± 2.85 ***
120 PosInst SVM – – 4.66 ± 6.12 *** 5.32 ± 6.46 *** 11.09 ± 7.64 *** 22.35 ± 9.64 *** 38.50 ± 3.73 ***
960 NegInst SVM-self – – 3.77 ± 5.88 *** 5.32 ± 6.46 *** 10.49 ± 7.79 *** 21.88 ± 10.54 *** 38.49 ± 3.86 ***
k-NN – – 46.45 ± 26.87 *** 60.32 ± 23.02 ** 69.45 ± 14.52 *** 78.00 ± 9.22 *** 88.01 ± 4.16 ***
InternetAdvS Mincut-3 36.36 ± 12.37 – 37.63 ± 12.66 – 39.13 ± 12.76 – 49.77 ± 8.20 – 65.41 ± 5.40 – 72.41 ± 3.20 – 78.48 ± 2.25 –
Mincut-δ0 13.25 ± 12.40 *** 14.46 ± 8.69 *** 16.04 ± 9.63 *** 14.57 ± 4.51 *** 20.82 ± 6.78 *** 24.43 ± 5.40 *** 28.96 ± 2.96 ***
1558 Features Mincut-δr 24.74 ± 26.33 17.03 ± 15.93 *** 16.81 ± 12.53 *** 14.57 ± 4.51 *** 20.82 ± 6.78 *** 24.43 ± 5.40 *** 28.96 ± 2.96 ***
459 PosInst SVM 1.85 ± 2.88 *** 4.93 ± 4.81 *** 6.79 ± 3.79 *** 10.07 ± 2.91 *** 16.08 ± 3.67 *** 22.86 ± 2.89 *** 29.94 ± 2.11 ***
2820 NegInst SVM-self 1.90 ± 3.00 *** 5.01 ± 4.91 *** 6.84 ± 3.82 *** 9.91 ± 3.15 *** 16.09 ± 3.75 *** 22.79 ± 2.92 *** 29.99 ± 2.14 ***
k-NN 0.00 ± 0.00 *** 16.27 ± 13.55 *** 18.17 ± 16.28 *** 29.70 ± 12.56 *** 49.98 ± 4.13 *** 61.94 ± 4.12 *** 73.42 ± 3.02 ***
Let two concepts start drifting by rotating all four sub-
concepts against (0, 0) for 5 stages. For each step rotation,
we keep constant the scale of each sub-concept (i.e., the
radius) and its distance to to (0, 0), then turn all circles
around (0, 0) for 18 degrees. Consequently when all sub-
concepts rotate 90 degrees, the two concepts exchange their
positions. Figure 2b-2e show the procedure of concept drift-
ing in which solid circles represent current and dashed ones
represent the past sub-concepts. As the result of concept
drifting, we form a dynamic data stream whose samples
that are no longer in the scope of current concept are being
removed; and new samples fall into current concept are
being added in.
Through five stages concept drift, we trace the error rate
of oMincut at each stage, and compare the final stage rate
with that of batch learning. As seen from the parentheses
below the plots, the transductive error rates of oMincut are
smaller than 7% for all five stages, and the final stage rate is
exactly the same as the rate from the batch learning.
5.4 Stream Learning
In this section, we compare proposed algorithms with SVM,
SVM self-training and k-NN on a real-world data stream
learning. The data used here is the KDD99 intrusion detec-
tion stream, which consists of 122 features and over 125k
samples. Each sample corresponds to a TCP connection
which is either a normal connection or an attack. In this
experiment, two online learning scenarios are adopted :
a) Sliding Window Snapshot: Consider the class concepts
involve concept drifts. We let algorithms learn at each
stage from a segment of data stream bounded by a
sliding window. In this way, all learners retain at all
time an up-to-date view of the drifting concepts. Figure
3a illustrates the setup of this stream learning, where
the size of sliding window is 4000 and the length of
sliding step is 2000.
b) Data Accumulation: Assume the class concepts are
constant for the entire data stream. We let algorithms
conduct incremental learning at each stage to reinforce
learning effectiveness by accommodating new chunk
of data. Here, the training data is fed to learner as in
Figure 3b where the chunk size is set as 4000.
For each scenario, we conduct experiments with the
same label ratios as the ones used in Section 5.2; and we
use the testing accuracy as performance measurement.
For the sliding window snapshot scenario, Figure 4
compares all learners performance under the label ratio of
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(a) Stage1 (b) Stage2
(c) Stage3 (d) Stage4
(e) Stage5 (f) Batch Learning on Stage 5
Fig. 2. oMincut incremental and decremental learning on five stages concept drift, with the final stage compared to batch learning. The transductive
performance in terms of classification error rate is given at each stage in parentheses as (a) (6.43 percent), (b) (3.59 percent), (c) (4.46 percent),
(d) (3.20 percent), (e) (4.40 percent) and (f) (4.40 percent).
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(a) Sliding Window Snapshot (b) Data Accumulation
Fig. 3. Two stream learning scenarios
0.001, 0.01 and 0.1, respectively. As seen from the figure, the
superiority of proposed oMincut-3 is observed for all three
label ratios. When the ratio is 0.1, oMincut-3 has a visible
superiority for 16 out of total 40 stages. Such superiority
becomes evident in the case of 0.01 ratio, and is further
enlarged when the ratio is 10 times lower. Apparently, all
learners perform sensitive to the label ratio. Figure 5 shows
the performance (in terms of accuracy mean and standard
deviation) variation of learners against the label ratio. As we
can see, all learners lose classification capability perform-
ing with lower accuracy and higher variance (indicating
reduced system stability) when the label ratio decreases,
however the proposed oMincut-3 gives the slowest perfor-
mance reduction on both accuracy and stability.
In the mode of data accumulation learning, learners are
trained incrementally from an accumulating dataset. We
measure learner performance by stage average accuracy
and final stage accuracy, respectively. Figure 6 compares
the performance of learners at different label ratios. Similar
to the above snapshot learning, proposed oMincut-3 gives
the lowest performance degeneration as the label ratio de-
creases.
6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
For learning from data streams with both labelled and unla-
belled samples, an incremental decremental max-flow based
online semi-supervised learning system is proposed. The
basic assumption for this work is that samples with smaller
distance are more likely to be in the same class. To conduct
semi-supervised learning, a k-NN based sample network is
built based on both labelled and unlabelled data to describe
the “close to” relationship between samples. Then a min-cut
is applied to split the whole set into two classes by removing
the minimal number of “close to” relation. To find such min-
cut, the max-flow problem is required to be solved on the
sample network.
In this paper, we derive online max-flow for semi-
supervised learning by proposing 1) an online sample
network whose pair-wised sample distance matrix is be-
ing updated for every sample adding/retiring, and more
importantly 2) a novel incremental/decremental max-flow
algorithm to update the max-flow whenever the sample
network changes. Proposed online semi-supervised learning
system is proofed capable of accommodating new samples
adding and old samples retiring, with a theoretical guaran-
tee that online learning result equals that of batch retraining.
Experiments on UCI benchmark datasets and KDD data
stream show that the proposed system is less sensitive to
the amount of labelled data (in terms of the ratio to the
whole training data) as compared to k-NN, SVM and SVM
self-training.
The characteristic of contemporary real-world applica-
tion implies two valuable future directions of this work.
1) the scale of data stream increases fast, which requires
high speed learner. Proposed algorithm works as a serial
computation, but some time consuming modules can be
parallelized to cope with high speed data streams learning,
such as network construction/updating and network path
searching for online max-flow. 2) proposed algorithm is able
to retire unwanted samples, but in real-world application it
is rare to have the priori knowledge of which set of data is
no longer needed [19] [20]. Thus, incorporating concept drift
detection mechanism is another interesting future topic.
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